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There were business women in the Model A era, but most women’s magazines did not portray
the women outside the house. During the 1920's, one in four women over the age of 16 were
part of the work force. They mainly held jobs traditionally thought as female, such as in the
fields of nursing and teaching. Thirty percent of women wage workers were involved in clerical
and sale work. Clerical work or white collar positions were “respectable” during the era. White
women born in the United States largely filled these positions.
During the 1930's, women workers faced heavy discrimination and social criticism. This was the
Depression and it was thought that women were taking jobs away from men and that they were
also abandoning their families in a time of extreme need. Most of the media railed against
working mothers.
I did find some advertising by Pond’s during the late 20's and early 30's that made reference to
how a working woman could manage to maintain fresh beautiful skin even while working, if she
used Pond’s cold cream. It was “believed” that if women worked outside the home, they would
lose their charm and delicate beauty.
The business women of the Model A Era, whether she was an executive or a secretary (clerical
worker), could be smartly dressed. “The right clothes and smart clothes are part of the business
of work, and in the day of excellent copies of originals, the secretary may be as well dressed as
her employer.” This is a quote from a business woman in the April 1930 issue of Delineator
Magazine. Articles written in the February and October 1930 issues of McCall’s talk about the
importance of dressing correctly for the work place.
Suggestions were given by several business women on how to plan a wardrobe on a budget. One
thought was to decide on a color and stick to it; then add one green, red, and black frock. With
these three colors, add one good set of black accessories, bag, pumps, and a hat would complete
the wardrobe and do the trick. Another suggestion was to add one piece of good jewelry if it fit
into your budget. Also it was suggested to start with a black wool crepe coat with an uneven
hem, then add a black skirt and several blouses. The blouses could be white and pastel for
variety. If the budget permitted one or two frocks, a black and white print or perhaps a pink or
yellow print on black background all with uneven hemlines. Also purchase a plain pair of black
suede pumps, black gloves, black hat, and one or two pieces of black and white jewelry.
The Delineator article went on to say for the business woman who held an executive position
which involved a good deal of social contact, a slightly more elaborate style wardrobe is
inevitable. For example the foundation of the outfit might be a tweed costume with a flat jersey
or lacy jersey blouse; perfect for so may purposes. Then besides the tweed, a formal wool suit,
which would fit right in at a luncheon or a lecture. A one-color coat with harmonizing dresses,
such as a black coat with a blue, red, or black dress and black and white accessories would give
plenty variation.
The article concludes “Careful planning, better and fewer frocks, colors carefully chosen,
interchangeable accessories, common sense, good taste-isn’t this a fitting dress platform for a
well dressed business women everywhere?” Still quite true today, 77 years after the Delineator
article was published.
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This article, In The Role Of A Business Girl, appeared in the February 1930 issue of McCall’s
Magazine. Note that the author, a successful business women herself, stated that dress, behavior,
and speech are all important for the role of a business girl. She suggests like an actress, study
your part.
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What Should The Business Woman Wear? appeared in the April 1930 issue of Delineator
Magazine. The author interviewed three business women to find out how they planned their
working wardrobe.
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How To Keep A Job appeared in the October 1930 issue of McCall’s Magazine. The author
suggested that if you are well groomed, have a friendly smile, and eyes that look interested when
you talk, then you will go far in the business world. Note the Ten “Be’s” for business girls.
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This is my version of the picture in the October 1930 McCall’s article, How To Keep A Job.
This is my circa 1930 typewriter. I am sitting at it with my hair finger waved, wearing a 1930
reproduction dress suitable for one to wear to the office and my ever so classic pearls.
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This is my version of the April 1930 article in Delineator, What Should The Business Woman
Wear? I am pictured in front of our 1930 Standard Coupe, which is parked in front of a
historical building we own, circa 1920. I have on a reproduction black and white crepe de chine
dress, black strapped shoes, black turban, black purse, white gloves, and my ever so classic
pearls.
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